VIRTUAL WINE TASTING - HAPPY HOUR YOUR WAY
UNIQUE VIRTUAL TEAM ZOOM EVENTS WITH WINE INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS

LEARN TO TASTE LIKE A WINE JUDGE
& PAIR LIKE A PRO™
VIRTUAL HAPPY
HOUR YOUR WAY...

WINE , WIT AND WISDOM WITHOUT WINE SNOBBERY
WELCOME TO WINE SISTERS OF THE VINE™
FEATURING THE MOST SPECTACULAR VINTAGES THAT COME OUR WAY
FROM TEAM EVENTS TO OUR VLOG SHOW, WE TEACH YOU HOW TO TASTE LIKE A PRO
VIRTUAL WINE TASTINGS BY A WSET (WINE AND SPIRITS EDUCATION TRUST) TRAINER
AND AN EXPERIENCED WINE JUDGE.

They've led wine tastings at the Paris Airshow, in a Shanghai skyscraper
and from one of the oldest California Zinfandel vineyards in the world.
The Virtual Wine Tasting Sisters have appeared on radio, in magazines and other nationwide media.
We've written wine books, operated wine stores and sold wine internationally. We've taught people to
taste wine professionally from Shanghai, China to Atlanta, Georgia and many points in between. From
private events to corporate affairs, we’ve done it all for over two decades
so you get the insider's story behind the wines.
Today, we are continuing these events - with virtual wine tastings. We’ve run virtual tastings
for our customers in the legal, real estate, medical sectors & more. It’s also a unique idea to
have for your upcoming conference! Check out our reviews below.
Your group will be led by Kerry and Regina through a discussion of the wines and tastings in
the same five panel technical format wine judges use; including pairing techniques of the
pro's - for a unique unparalleled virtual tasting and food pairing experience like no other.
Lastly, we aren't promoted by a winery or a sampling company. We won’t be signing you up
for a wine club or pushing you to purchase anything. Sit back, relax with your colleagues and
friends. We’ll handle the rest...
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Everybody can see everybody else on the call, so that makes the sessions
very social and a great way to connect with your team.
1. THE DETAILS: Cost per person is included for all three bottles of premium wine,
plus tax and free shipping.
* 2 weeks of lead time, and 10 days cut-off time for RSVPs so that all packages
are reaching the attendees on time.
2. PREPARE FOR YOUR EVENT:
No special software needed, we email a zoom/whova browser link for participants.
3. WHAT YOUR TASTING EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:
Your group will be led through a discussion of the wines
in the same format wine judges use; including expert pairing techniques for a
unique unparalleled virtual tasting experience like no other.
We discuss everything from the stories & people behind the wine to farming, technical vintage
characteristics and wine industry trends - to our insider's take on these wineries and wine regions.
Down to the dirt, literally.
We do a three section deep dive masterclass of the specific food and wine pairings, varietal
characteristics, history and technical tasting panel of each wine.
Q&A at the end of each section with Kerry & Regina.
Price includes: three wines shipped to your door, 5 panel wine judging technical sheet, professional
tasting notes with shopping list wine pairing recipes for appetizers, main course & desserts.

PACIFIC NW PREMIUM PINOT NOIR PACKAGE PRICE
We'll get your wine shipped
We'll send tasting sheets &
food shopping list before the event

We'll send you a link from Whova
Party time!

Wines, Techincal tasting sheets, Customized Pairings Recipes for $195
This is a flat rate that covers your 1 hour professional guided tasting.

TESTIMONIALS
"Regina Jackson, FWS, launched this full-service wine shop and retail
space in the suburbs of Atlanta for wine enthusiasts with all levels of
expertise,"
Chastity Cooper, Wine Enthusiast Magazine
"Excellent wine, knowledgeable staff, great ambiance! - Review of Corks
and Cuvee, Conyers, GA "
TripAdvisor
"Kerry kept us laughing and learning at IPNC with tasting tips, incredible
sensory wine knowledge and an equally entertaining stories from her
book, "Vineyard Memoirs"
Vivian Webber, Webber Vineyards
""Evaluating 146 wines in seven hours from 40 wineries is an annual
equation I enjoy decoding every year as a wine judge for the Astoria
Warrenton Crab, Seafood & Wine Festival,"
Oregon Wine Press 2019
WWW.WINESISTERSCHEERSFORCHANGE.COM

